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SOLUTION SHEET

Enable Remote Work Faster

Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) 
by Opticca

Increase securityDeploy & scale 
in minutes

Reduce costs

> You want your users to be able to
run the apps they need from
anywhere thereʼs an internet
connection, and from any web-
enabled device

> You want to eliminate high
overhead associated with
managing on-premise infrastructure

> You want your users to get the
same satisfyingly familiar
experience of using Windows like
they would back in the office

> You want to benefit from Azure's
long-established, industry-leading
security for cloud data

> You want the infrastructure behind
connecting to your virtual desktops
and configuring your virtual
desktop environment, to be taken
care of for you

Now is the ideal time to deliver an environment that 
works with your employeesʼ new reality and allows 
them to work anywhere at any time. 
We recognize that the current global climate demands a new approach to enabling your employees and 
your business. As more employees work off site, transition between home and work offices, or access 
their work from multiple devices, legacy applications canʼt always keep up.

Empower your people to be more productive from any location, on their favorite device, with 
Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) by Opticca.

WVD is a comprehensive desktop and app virtualization service running on the Microsoft® Azure® 
cloud.

> WVD provides your users with a full native Windows experience and the productivity and business
intelligent tools that they already know and love

> WVD works across any devices, and from any location with an internet connection

> WVD users log in to access their desktop environment, no user VPN required, no complex PKI
required, and no RDS CALs required.

Our team of experts will help you design, configure and deploy your virtual desktops to meet the 
needs of your business and use cases.

Quickly realize the benefits of virtual desktops to support remote employees, without incurring 
the costs or risks associated with building legacy VDI solutions internally.

Unlike tradional VDIs, there's 
zero upfront CapEx, and 
because OpEx spend is 
aligned to your business 
usage, your ongoing costs 
are significantly reduced.

Since WVD runs on Azure, you 
can quickly provision and scale 
virtual desktops & applications 
faster than was previously 
possible.

Your apps, desktops, and data 
are all kept centrally in Azure 
Cloud, and never brought into 
your user's device.

Enhance employee 
efficiency

Your users get the same look & 
feel every time they connect to a 
desktop or app, and with super-
fast login times.
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Partner with Us

Opticca is a hybrid, multi-cloud service provider that accelerates IT transformation for thousands of growing 
and established global brands. Through our deep technical knowledge and strategic relationships with the 
worldʼs leading cloud providers, proven delivery methodologies, platform-agnostic approach and onshore 
network of highly specialized experts, we provide the capabilities and practical guidance customers need to 
successfully embrace IT change and move their businesses forward.
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Target Business Outcomes 
If you can relate to the following, Windows Virtual Desktop (WVD) by 
Opticca can be a game changer for your business: 

1. Deliver the same great user experience as existing VDI solutions at a
much lower cost

2. Flexibility to work remotely using any end-user device

3. OS, applications, and data reside on cloud servers, not user devices

4. Increased productivity with a consistent user experience

5. Instant provisioning and high scalability up & down

6. Enhanced security capabilities, already built in

7. Less labor and time required to manage both VDI and session host
deployments

8. Use your Microsoft 365 or qualifying Windows 10 licenses and deploy
WVD with no additional licensing costs

9. WVD provides more flexibility to optimize your users for performance or
cost management.

WVD by Opticca Package Details 
Give your employees the freedom to work anywhere: 

> Deliverables

> Kick-off meeting

> Review your Azure environment and finalize project
scope

> Create Azure resources for WVD POC components

> Link your Active Directory to Azure Active Directory
with AD Connect

> Create WVD user groups, service principal, and
administrator

> Establish a Windows Virtual Desktop Tenant in
Azure

> Build a personalized Tenant Group of load-
balanced session-host servers

> Create an Azure Files share for secure roaming user
profile storage

> Integrate an FSLogix profile container for persistent
desktops

> Demonstrate diagnostics and monitoring activities

> Phase 1

> Discovery of your current environment
> Prerequisite check and gap analysis 

report

> Phase 2
> Design of WVD environment for each 

region

> Implementation of WVD environment
> End-User Testing and Performance 

Benchmark

> Fine Tuning/Automation (ARM 
Templates/Run Book)

> Optimal for 100 users & above
(custom pricing available for <100)

> Fixed bid offer

> Available funding & financing

> Delivered within 5 weeks

Secure access 
from any device

Centralized management 
and control

On-demand scalability & 
flexibility
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